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Fast access
At the relexa hotel
Bad Salzdetfurth you will
find the ideal environment
for your conference and
recuperation. Although our
hotel is an oasis of peace,
it offers outstanding infrastructure: in the heart of the
softly rolling landscape of
the Leinebergland, just a few
kilometres from motorway
A7 and just a few steps from

the town centre with its
spa centre and delightful
half-timbered architecture.
Thanks to the attractive
surrounding countryside
with many highlights you
can take a little »time out«
or spend an experience-filled
vacation with us.
Enjoy service à la relexa,
always at hand when you
need it. Welcome!

Arriving by car, exit the motorway A7 between Hanover and
Kassel at the Hildesheimer Börde
service station and follow the
signs to Bad Salzdetfurth for
9 km.
From the south, leave the
motorway at the exit Bockenem
and follow the signs to Bad
Salzdetfurth.

Hotel à la relexa

relexa hotel

relexa hotel
Bad Salzdetfurth

Bad Salzdetfurth
An der Peesel 1
31162 Bad Salzdetfurth
Tel. + 49 (0) 50 63 | 29 – 0
Fax + 49 (0) 50 63 | 29 – 333
BadSalzdetfurth@relexa-hotel.de

Inviting
and competent

The Hanover fair is 25 minutes
away by car.
Coming by train, either the
station Bad Salzdetfurth/stop
Solebad (0.3 kilometers distant)
or the central station Hildesheim
(15 kilometers distant) can be
used. Hanover Airport is reached
in 60 minutes.

Amadeus: LMHAJREL
Sabre: LM44401
Worldspan: LMHAJRE
Apollo/Galileo: LM96310

www.relexa-hotels.de
Berlin · Düsseldorf-Ratingen · Frankfurt/Main · Hamburg · München
Ratingen · Stuttgart · Bad Salzdetfurth · Bad Steben · Braunlage

The ideal combination of living, meeting and leisure

Live and meet in natural
surroundings with a view
of the spa park and gardens,
as well as the idyllic
countryside – the relexa hotel
Bad Salzdetfurth is a perfect
place for a relaxing stay, but
also for an event.

Living ...
Spacious and
comfortable
The hotel has 116 rooms, 12
junior suites and 2 maisonette apartments, all generously
and comfortably furnished,
including bathtube or shower,
wireless LAN, radio, desk and
partly with minibar.
Almost all of the rooms offer
a magnificent view of the

Dining ...

Meetings ...
Successful and
relaxed

picturesque landscape of the
Leinebergland. Our junior
suites and maisonette apartments, are equipped with
a kitchenette, cosy seating
and a balcony.
Rooms for smokers are
available on request.
Our guests can also avail
of 250 outdoor parking
spaces free of charge.

From a classic meeting,
intensive training course or
happy family gathering to
a gala event – this is the
ideal location for you.

Enjoy culinary
diversity
Our hotel offers dining choice
with three restaurants. The
»Gasthaus Beisl« in Viennese
style serves an extensive buffet breakfast every morning.
During the day and evening
the menu will tempt you with
regional and international
specialities.
Enjoy a romantic candlelight
dinner with fine wines in the

»Kaminrestaurant«, perhaps
even in the glow of an open
fire. We serve the finest
seasonal produce fresh from
the market every day.
At our »Marktstüberl« we
are expecting you for coffee
and cake in the afternoon or
for ice cream on our private
terrace. Our »Marktstüberl«
offers a cosy retreat for a
night-cap – wine, beer or
perhaps a cocktail.

You can rely on our comprehensive expertise to ensure
that every event is a complete success.

Leisure ...
16 conference and event
rooms, some air conditioned,
with a total of 890 m² floor
space, can be combined
to accommodate up to
400 people.
All rooms have natural daylight and by integrating the
adjoining terraces events can
even be staged al fresco.
Our variable stage ensures
the perfect setting for
presentations.

Diverse and
individual
A spacious hotel's own
indoor pool with sauna,
fitness room, solarium and
»Carmen Schmidt's wellness
oasis« where you can book
massages and beauty treatments in advance, guarantee
daily spa robe, without leaving the hotel. Furthermore
a »children's play paradise«,
and bowling are available in
our hotel. Moreover you can
rent bicycles for free.
The recognized thermal
baths of salt water and mud
bath of Bad Salzdetfurth –
with beautiful historic city
center – is just a short walk
from the hotel. As a center of
mountain bike cross country

races, Bad Salzdetfurth has
developed into a sports city.
The UNESCO World cultural
Heritage city Hildesheim,
with St. Michaelis, St. Mary's
Cathedral and many museums is just 20 minutes away
by car. Also, the Marienburg
Castle, a »picture-book
castle« of the Princes, is
around.

